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1. ancient people who lived in 

Chaldea; they were renowned 

astronomers and astrologers; responsible 

for overthrowing assyrians; destroyed 

ninevah; Nebuchadnezzar was their 

greatest king

12. a human-made waterway

13. an area of rich farmland in 

southwest Asia, where the first 

civilizations began

14. a city area

15. the first ruler of the semitic 

speaking Akkadian Empire; known for his 

conquess and establishing the world's 

first empire

16. a countryside area

17. group from northern Mesopotamia; 

gained control of Babylon, but lost it 

quickly; used hittites to conquer the 

fertile crescent and parts of Egypt

18. a ruler of a kingdom or empire

19. long poems that tell the stories of 

heroes

20. land with different territories and 

peoples under a single rule

Down

2. an arrangement in which each 

worer specializes in a particular task or 

job

3. a wedding cake- chaped temple in 

Sumer

4. king of Babylon; had the longest 

and most powerful reign of any monarch 

in the Neo-Babylonian empire; 

responsible for rebuilding Babylon, and 

making it beautiful

5. a set of 282 laws, governing daily 

life in Babylon; earliest known collection 

of written laws

6. the world's first system of writing; 

it was developed in Sumer

7. a political unit consisting of a city 

and its surrounding countryside

8. a historical king of the sumerian 

city-state of Uruk; he's famous for one of 

the world's first epic

9. established an empire in north 

central Anatolia; they learned how to 

mae iron and chariots

10. a picture symbol

11. a way of supplying water to an area 

of land


